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1 The Armfield-Preyer Admissions Office
The team in this building helps prospective students through the admission and enrollment process and are an excellent source of expertise and advice.

2 The School of Education Building
The School of Education is one of six UNCG colleges and schools offering more than 175 undergraduate academic programs in areas from business to computer science and interior architecture. Our average class size is about 27 students, and we maintain a 20:1 student-to-faculty ratio.

3 The Foust Building
The Foust Building opened in 1892 as the main building on campus, and since then it has served a variety of purposes. In 1980 it was placed on the National Register of Historic Places.

4 Minerva statue
As UNCG’s symbol, Minerva, the Roman goddess of wisdom, dates back to our roots as a women’s college and has endured as we’ve grown to a coed university with 20,000 students. The Minerva statue, by renowned local artist Jim Barnhill, was erected in the early 2000s, and since then has inspired the tradition of students leaving apples at her base for good luck.

5 Jackson Library
Jackson Library’s marble entryway (off College Avenue) leads to a common area with study pods and computers. The basement houses our Digital Media Commons, where students can get help with video and design projects. The tower floors house the stacks and study spaces. It is one of four libraries on campus.

6 College Avenue & the Honors College
College Avenue is a pedestrian thoroughfare with residence halls clustered toward its northern end, including the residential colleges and Lloyd International Honors College, which gives students opportunities for academic enrichment, mentored research, and study abroad.

7 High-rise residence halls
In a typical year, approximately 80 percent of first-year students choose to live on campus, with Cone, Grogan, and Reynolds (aka our “high-rise” residence halls) among the traditional-style options available to them. Upperclassmen can choose from a variety of suite and apartment-style options.

8 The Quad
The historic heart of residential campus, the Quad is an outdoor space intended for student enjoyment. Surrounding it are seven thoroughly updated historic residence halls. This prime location is close to the dining hall and everything happening at the EUC.

9 Moran Commons
Moran Commons is home to our primary dining area, Fountain View, which serves up everything from Southern staples to global street food in a relaxing, social atmosphere. The first floor of Moran Commons houses a state-of-the-art gaming facility, a component of our esports program.

10 The Rawk and clock tower
The Rawk (it stands for “Really Awesome Way to Kommunicate”) is a 12.7 ton boulder that’s served as a campus message board since 1973. Be warned: Legend says if you walk beneath the nearby clock tower, you won’t graduate on time.

11 The Elliott University Center lawn
The Elliott University Center, otherwise known as the EUC, is a central hub on campus. The surrounding lawn, formally named Kaplan Commons, is home to our biggest annual campus events, including the International Festival and the Homecoming bonfire and block party.

12 Interior of the Elliott University Center
There’s a lot going on at the EUC. Here you’ll find the bookstore, food court, coffee shop, and student services like Career and Professional Development and the Office of Leadership and Civic Engagement.

13 Spartan Village
Spartan Village offers new apartment-style student housing along with street-level retail spaces including restaurants and a full-service grocery store. Situated on W. Gate City Boulevard, it neighbors the student rec center and is accessible via a pedestrian underpass or the Spartan Chariot shuttle service.

14 The Kaplan Center
The Leonard J. Kaplan Center for Wellness is UNCG’s student rec center. In addition to free weights, the gym offers strength training and cardio equipment. You’ll also find five basketball courts; spaces to play volleyball, badminton, racquetball, and indoor soccer; two swimming pools; group fitness studios; and a 54-foot indoor rock climbing wall. If working out isn’t your thing, we have napping pods, hydro massage chairs, and several activities for mental and physical wellness.